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New technologies have driven the rise of what is being termed as the fourth industrial revolution. The introduction of this

new revolution is amalgamating the cyber and physical worlds, bringing with it many benefits, such as the advent of

industry 4.0, the internet of things, cloud technologies and smart homes and cities. These new and exciting areas are

poised to have significant advantages for society; they can increase the efficiency of many systems and increase the

quality of life of people. However, these emerging technologies can potentially have downsides, if used incorrectly or

maliciously by bad entities. The rise of the widespread use of sensor networks to allow the mentioned systems to function

has brought with it many security vulnerabilities that conventional “hard security” measures cannot mitigate. It is for this

reason that a new “soft security” approach is being taken in conjunction with the conventional security means. Trust

models offer an efficient way of mitigating the threats posed by malicious entities in networks that conventional security

methods may not be able to combat. 
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1. Introduction

Trust models are increasingly being used in a wide range of sensor networks, such as the IoT (internet of things), VANETs

(vehicular ad hoc networks), cyber-physical manufacturing and a wide range of wireless sensor networks. They are not

just limited to the sensor network field, but are also applicable to many network topologies, such as online P2P (peer too

peer) networks  and web services . However, this entry focuses mainly on sensor and IoT networks. The reason for

the necessity of this new security measure is the fact that these networks are vulnerable to internal attacks, such as bad-

mouthing (an attack where a malicious node falsely reports indirect trust values of another node), collusion, on-off and

Sybil, to name just a few. These attacks can pose serious threats to the network operation if not dealt with in a timely

manner, which conventional security is not capable of doing.

Conventional security measures such as encryption, digital signatures and authentication measures (such as passwords,

tokens or biometrics) are all aimed at protecting the “CIA triad (modified)” (Confidentiality, Integrity and Authenticity

(modified triad as in the classical CIA Triad; this is Availability)). The concept of the triad security is aimed at protecting

from external attackers, who should not have access to the system or network. However, many of these new network

topologies, such as VANETs and IoT networks, are operating on the basis that nodes may enter and leave the network

with relative ease, allowing the nodes to send and receive data within the network. In the case of WSNs (wireless sensor

networks), many of the nodes will not have high computing capabilities and can be quite vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Due

to the potential openness of their deployed environment and transmission medium, the nodes could also be vulnerable to

physical attacks, such as tampering or hijacking attacks . All these attacks are internal to the network and cannot be

conveniently mitigated by conventional means of security, such as cryptography and authentication.

Trust models are a simple concept used to protect against the aforementioned internal attacks. Trust models are simply a

method of interpreting the data provided by nodes in the network to determine if they are trustworthy or not. This concept

is similar to, and based on, how people establish trust in their everyday lives. Humans are able to interpret large amounts

of data from the world around them and use these data to make decisions, such as whether a person be trusted. For

example, if you met a stranger whom you just witnessed stealing something from a shop, you would be much less likely to

trust something they said than if you met a friend you had known for years, and who has never, to your knowledge, done

anything bad. It is from these simple concepts that trust can also be developed in networks. Nodes that have had good

previous interactions with one another will afford one another a higher level of trust than they will afford a new “stranger”

node that appears to be sending peculiar data in the network.

The data used to calculate trust can be divided into three main categories: direct trust, indirect trust and physical data.

These categories are also what people use in their assessment of trust, and can be thought of in a synonymous way
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when applied to the cyber world. The three categories are explained very briefly below, along with analogies of how

people tend to use them in their trust calculations of another person.

Direct trust: Your own personal, direct experience with the entity—are they a friend you have known for a while?

Indirect trust: Another entity’s recommendation of the entity—do you have a mutual friend? What are their thoughts on

them?

Physical data: Observations made of the entity’s behaviors or attributes—have you witnessed them misbehaving? What is

their demeanor like?

The basic concept of a trust model is simple and familiar; however, there are many different ways of implementing a

model and many contrasting use cases in which trust models can be used. This entry aims to provide a comprehensive

survey of the various trust models used in sensor networks and to provide an outline of how these models work, along

with their strengths and weaknesses. Other reviews on trust models also provide this information; however, they lack an

analysis of the measurement parameters of trust. Other works also do not provide a view on how the environment and

network types can affect the design and operation of the trust model. This work aims to contribute to these lacking areas

by discussing the parameters seen to measure trust in many models and conducting a design study of a trust model on

two different industry 4.0-type networks.

2. Trust Model Concepts

Trust models differ vastly from model to model depending on many factors, such as environment, use cases and the level

of security needed. However, many key concepts remain the same for all models. In this section, a general overview of

the trust models is discussed, including the network types they are being used in, the security features they aim to provide

and why these features cannot be provided by conventional techniques. Lastly, the general structure of a trust model is

considered.

2.1. Environments

While trust models can be deployed in a number of areas, this entry focuses on models used in sensor networks or similar

network types, where the nodes of the network are communicating data back to a central system. There are many types

of network topologies and attributes. Featured below is a list of some of the main ones, with a brief definition of each.

Networks are not limited to just one of these attributes and are often a combination of a few. For example, you could have

a heterogeneous, static, clustered network.

Homogeneous: a network where all nodes are identical—same function, device, rank, etc.

Heterogeneous: a network where nodes are not all identical.

Hierarchical/clustered: networks where some nodes have a higher rank than others. Often, the network is controlled by

a base station, which is in command of lower-level nodes or in a clustered network cluster head. These cluster heads

are each in command of their own cluster of edge nodes. It is usually the case that the higher ranked the node is, the

more computing power and resources it has.

Static: a network where nodes are neither leaving nor entering—e.g., a smart factory sensor network usually has the

same sensors all the time. Note: sometimes static can be referred to in terms of the nodes’ physical positioning. In this

entry, static refers to the above definition unless explicitly stated otherwise.

Dynamic: a network where nodes are entering and leaving the network, e.g., a mobile network or VANETs. Note:

sometimes dynamic can be referred to in terms of the nodes’ physical positioning. In this entry, dynamic refers to the

above definition unless explicitly stated otherwise.

Each network type will have different properties and challenges and will require slightly contrasting methods of

determining the trust of its nodes. What follows is a description of some of the common types of networks that trust

models are currently being used in.

IoT/CPS: Internet of things and cyber-physical systems are similar in terms of their network structures. They are a rapidly

advancing area, which can be applied to many different use cases, such as smart homes or cities, smart medical

equipment/monitors and industry 4.0. Internet of things networks are, in general, a heterogeneous network comprised of



many different sensors and controllable devices, all communicating with each other across a network. Trust models are

applied to IoT-type networks in . The challenges IoT networks tend to face are very common among

most of the network environments. These challenges include potentially low computational power and low power

resources (if battery-operated) for the network nodes, as well as the deployment of network nodes in a wide array of

areas, which can leave some nodes vulnerable to physical compromise. Nodes within the network can be corrupted due

to cyber or physical means, introducing internal attack threats to the network which cannot be effectively diminished by

conventional security.

Mobile crowd sensing:  A subset of IoT applications, mobile crowd sensing is where large groups are used to collect

data on some type of metric, such as traffic or noise. Many mobile phone apps use crowd sensing to collect data, such as

google maps, which collects data on your location and speed to provide information to other users on traffic flow and

journey times. Crowd-sensing applications use trust models to determine whether the data they get are trustworthy and

useful or not, as in .

Wireless sensor networks: WSNs  are perhaps one of the most common use cases for

trust models. This is due to the fact that sensor nodes, more often than not, have very limited computing capabilities. Trust

models can be developed in very lightweight manners to account for this. Their wide range of deployment and low

computing capabilities make them vulnerable to being compromised in a similar manner to the previously mentioned IoT

devices. Sensor networks often have a central node. Trust calculations for the sensor nodes are often performed in this

central node or base station, which has more power and resources available to it. This type of topology is well-suited to a

trust model, and some very good results can be achieved by introducing a trust model to the network. There are many

sub-types of WSNs, including homogeneous and heterogeneous, underwater acoustic networks , large scale

networks , hierarchical networks  and cluster-based networks . Each type of network will have slightly different

requirements and topologies. Specific trust models can sometimes be used in more than one specific type of WSN, if they

incorporate features that allow for flexibility in their implementation.

VANETs: Vehicular ad hoc networks  are comprised of vehicles, such as cars, trucks, buses, etc., which accept

and receive data from one another and from roadside units (RSUs). They are used in smart cities for applications such as

traffic monitoring and optimizing, accident prevention and early warning systems. These networks are much more

dynamic, with vehicle nodes moving in and out of the network freely and the nodes not having a fixed point, which, of

course, brings with it potentially malicious nodes entering and leaving freely. With these dynamic networks, some unique

aspects can be added to their trust models, such as distance-checking as a plausibility check on the data , among

others.

Unmanned aerial systems: This area is quite similar to a VANET. A trust model is applied to one in . These systems can

be thought of a cross between a VANET and IoT-type network, with the nodes, in this case, being static in the network but

dynamic in terms of their positions, as they are traveling.

Cyber-physical manufacturing:  This type of network can be defined as a specific use case of the IoT or WSNs and

is comprised of sensors and devices used to control critical infrastructure in factories. Often, these networks are more

secure from the physical attacks of nodes, with only authorized personnel allowed enter the factory/manufacturing area

and no new nodes allowed to enter the network without authorization. However, the nodes are still at risk of being

compromised, and trust models offer an effective lightweight solution suitable to this environment.

2.2. Security Features

Conventional security focuses on providing hard security to a system based on the CIA triad (modified)—Confidentiality,

Integrity, and Authenticity (as well as availability and access control). The trust model aims to provide most of these

security features both internally and externally on the network.

Conventional security techniques include methods such as encryption, digital signatures, digital certificates and

authentication methods (passwords, tokens, biometrics). All these methods mostly assume and are tailored according to

the premise that the attacker is an outside entity, as is the case in attacks such as eavesdropping, DDoS or man-in-the-

middle (MitM)-type attacks. These methods establish connections between users and assume trust thereafter for the

duration of the session. However, in the new network environment types, this is often not good enough, and a new ‘zero

trust’ approach must be taken, as nodes within the network can be compromised or gain access legitimately before

launching their attacks, effectively launching them from inside the conventional security barriers.
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Conventional security methods can still be used within the trust models to provide services such as confidentiality,

integrity and authentication, although they must often be adapted to suit low-powered nodes. This is conducted through

lightweight or edge cryptography  and key management  methods.

Trust models use the concept of zero trust, in which no entity is trusted until verified. The trust is dynamically updated.

This is usually achieved through time-triggered updating or event-triggered updating. This dynamic updating aims to

prevent nodes or entities that were once trusted but then became malicious from launching attacks internally on the

network.

The main security contribution of a trust model is a form of access control. All trust models should be able to provide and

deny access to any node on the network. Depending on the use case scenario, models will decide whether a node can be

trusted, whether the data can be trusted and used, or whether the node should be allowed to access some form of

resources on the network. Models must be able to discard any untrusted data and eject any untrusted or malicious nodes.

This access control provided by the models will successfully mitigate attacks, such as packet modification, bogus data

injection or malicious software spreading, which can be carried out through a number of different initial attack methods.

Trust models can also provide authentication if the situation requires. This can be achieved by means of signatures, as

seen in , where an intrusion detection service provides a signature-based authentication method. As seen in , a

hardware approach can be taken for the authentication of nodes with the use of radio frequency distinct native attribute

(RF-DNA) fingerprinting. This method analyzes the transmitter signal of the node, comparing it to known samples from

previous communications. In , these data are classified using an SVM (support vector machine). This method is similar

to human biometrics (as if the transmitter of the device is the biometric) and definitely has great potential to be used in

static hierarchical or clustered network environments, where there is a cluster head or base station with the capabilities of

running the required hardware and software.

2.3. Trust Model Structure

For the purposes of this analysis of trust models, a high-level block diagram structure of a trust model was contrived, as

seen in Figure 1. It is important to note that this is not based on any particular model and by no means defines all trust

models. Many models loosely follow this structure, potentially leaving out or adding in components to the structure to suit

their specific applications. This high-level block diagram includes the most common and pivotal features of trust models

and aims to provide an understanding as to how a trust model typically operates. What follows is a description of each

section numbered in the diagram.

Figure 1. Diagram of a trust model’s basic structure.

(1) Data gathering. The data gathering phase is essential to every trust model, as there must be data in order to calculate

trust. The data gathering phase mainly collects data from three groups (just one or a combination of multiple groups can

be used). These groups are shown in Figure 1.

Physical data include data such as energy and resource consumption of the device, the device status (software/OS

version) and packet characteristics. Essentially, this includes any physical data about the device. These data can be used

to detect odd behavior or anomalies in the device and can also be further used to determine direct and indirect trust.
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Direct trust refers to data obtained from interactions between the trustee and trustor. This type of data can be obtained

through monitoring the communication behavior of, or the packets being sent by, a device, or through other physical data

that is obtained, or by another method of defining whether the interaction was successful or not. It is often determined

through probabilistic means, based on the communication behavior of the device.

Indirect or neighbor trust is essentially direct trust obtained from another source. For example, if node A wishes to

communicate with node B, node B can calculate its own direct trust with A, but also ask nodes C and D for the direct trust

values between themselves and A. B can then take this value into account when calculating its trust of A. Usually, the

indirect trust is accumulated from all nearby neighbors and summed or averaged in some of them, and this is taken into

account with less weight of effect than the direct trust values.

(2) Data processing. In some models, the data are pre-processed before being used in the trust calculation. In these

types of models, the data are pre-processed using a mathematical model individually, and the trust calculation acts as a

form of integrating these values together, such as a weighted average or sum. This is not a necessary step; however, it

can be useful in some instances. For example, direct trust can be calculated using physical data or potentially by

considering previous trust values or more than one parameter. Multiple indirect trust values are obtained from neighbors

and need to be amalgamated. These calculations can take place before the trust calculation, if necessary, depending on

the model being used.

(3) Trust calculation. This phase is at the heart of the trust model. It is where all the data obtained are converted to a

meaningful trust value to determine whether the device/node is malicious or not. This calculation can be performed in

numerous ways, using different mathematical models. From the block diagram in Figure 1, it can be seen that all the data

gathered are used in this phase, and previous trust values can also be fed back and used in this phase. The trust value

that is calculated in this phase is updated regularly, and this can be accomplished through time- or event-triggered

updating, depending on the model.

(4) Historical trust values. Many trust models, but not all models, take into account historical trust values when

calculating their trust. These previous values are stored and inserted into the trust calculation, usually using an ageing

algorithm that can be anything from a weighted average to something more complex. These historic trust values are often

referred to as the reputation of the node. This step may not be utilized in all models, and the direction arrows in Figure
1 show this.

(5) Threshold calculation. An area that is often lacking in most models is dynamic threshold calculation. The threshold

level in most models decides whether a node’s trust value renders it malicious or not. Dynamically calculating the

threshold gives the model more flexibility to be applied in more than one specific network, as it will account for differences

in network traffic, the number of nodes or other factors that could affect the average value of trust for a node. The majority

of models tend to leave this phase out and instead employ a static threshold value method . Dynamic threshold

calculation should, however, be considered for the models, as it provides more flexibility in allowing them to be applied in

more than a single specific network.

The final stage in the diagram is the simple comparison of the trust value with the threshold value. This stage determines

the final decision on the node’s trust status. If a node becomes ejected from the network, some models have methods that

allow these nodes to build up reputation again over time without having full access to the network and, later, to potentially

rejoin the network. Models also sometimes face the ‘cold start’ issue, whereby trust calculations that rely on data and

previous values do not work initially on startup, which must be considered. These points are discussed further below.

3. Attack Types

There are numerous attack types that can be carried out against sensor or IoT networks. Many of these attacks are often

launched individually, but they can be used in conjunction with one another. Some attacks are designed specifically to

gain access to the network or boost (or diminish) the trust of a given node, while others are designed to spread malware,

disrupt routing and drop the critical information in transit. What follows is an overview of the attack types that are typically

found in the network-type environments and that trust models are being used to mitigate. The attacks have been classified

into six broad categories: access, reputation, payload/active, denial of service (DoS), routing and physical. Often, the

access- or reputation-type (and sometimes the physical-type) attacks are used to gain privileges in the network that allow

the payload, DoS or routing attacks to be run, which can in turn cause network disruption. A lot of these attack types are

carried out by compromised nodes, which can become so through access attacks or device hacking. A review of the

methods by which nodes are compromised is beyond the scope of this entry.
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3.1. Access Attacks

Counterfeiting. Also known as impersonation, spoofing or identity fraud attacks, counterfeiting involves inserting a

malicious node into a network that will pretend to be a legitimate node that is already in the network. It can be carried out

using a new node with a fake ID that is inserted into the network, or by changing the ID of a compromised node already in

the network to make it appear as a different node. This can be achieved when a relaying node steals the ID of a node

from relayed data packets and uses this on its own packets . These attacks can be used to gain access to networks

and launch further attacks and, in some cases, divert the mitigation actions of the trust model back to the node that is

being counterfeited, causing the legitimate node to be ejected. The authors of  propose a detection method for

impersonation attacks based on bloom filters and the use of hashes for WSNs.

Man-in-the-middle (MitM). One of the more common cyber-attacks in all areas, the MitM attack involves an attacker

injecting itself into an ongoing communication between two legitimate parties . The attacker becomes an intermediary

in the communication, whereby both legitimate parties still believe they are communicating directly with one another, but,

in fact, they are unknowingly communicating with one another through the MitM. MitM attacks can be passive in nature,

simply eavesdropping or running a traffic analysis, although often they are used to launch further attacks, such as those in

the payload or DoS categories.

3.2. Reputation Attacks

These attacks specifically affect trust models. They are quite similar in terms of the goals they wish to achieve. Different

reputation-type attacks are often used interchangeably or in conjunction with one another to attack vulnerabilities in a

given trust model.

Breakout fraud/on-off. Sometimes referred to as a zigzag  or garnished attack , this type of attack involves a

node behaving as expected by the network for a period of time. Then, when its trust values are high enough, it will launch

an attack. When the model detects suspicious behavior from the node and the trust value begins to fall, the node can stop

behaving maliciously and return to normal behavior, which in turn will restore the trust value before the network ejection is

initiated. This process can be repeated multiple times, as long as the node does not let its trust value drop below the

threshold value. Attacks such as this demonstrate the need for a dynamic and fast trust-updating response to catch

attacks early, before they disappear again for a period of time.

Bad-mouthing. Bad-mouthing involves a malicious node falsely reporting the indirect trust values of another node. This

will negatively affect its trust value. Collusion or sybil attacks can be used to boost the effectiveness of this attack. Some

models use methods where only positive trust values can be reported back to counteract bad-mouthing attacks .

Ballot-stuffing. As it is in the physical world, ballot-stuffing involves one user stuffing the ballot with the same vote to

change the results of a vote. This scenario is the same in the digital world, where a node can stuff the ballot in a majority

voting system or an indirect trust system. This can affect its own or other nodes’ trust values. This attack can be achieved

through means of sybil, or collusion, and this technique can also be used for self-promoting and bad-mouthing attacks in

models that are vulnerable to it.

Collusion. This attack can be considered as a reputation-based attack or a routing attack (or it can also be used for forms

of DDoS attacks). In this attack type, multiple attackers work in collusion to modify packets, drop routing packets ,

perform bad-mouthing or self-promoting attacks or compromise majority voting schemes. It is a very broad class of attack

that essentially describes any attack where there are multiple attack nodes working together to achieve a common goal.

Sybil. In this scenario, a node presents multiple identities to other nodes in the network . These identities can be forged

or stolen from other nodes. This allows the node to have a greater say in the network and can be used to boost bad-

mouthing or self-promoting attacks. It can also be used to corrupt data, majority voting schemes and other processes in

the network.

Self-promoting. This is an attack where the node simply reports better trust values for itself or another node that it is

working with. This attack aims to boost the trust value of the attacker, giving it more access to launch further attacks. This

attack can be launched using sybil or collusion attacks, as mentioned above.

3.3. Payload/Active Attacks

These types of attacks are launched from compromised nodes after access is gained and trust is established. These

types of attacks can be very destructive to a network and the goal of the trust models would be to detect and eject
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compromised nodes before they can gain enough power to launch such attacks effectively.

Malicious software spreading. This is the spreading of software such as worms or viruses through a network from a

compromised node. These worms and viruses can compromise more nodes and propagate throughout the network,

affecting the operation of compromised nodes in any way that the attacker intended when creating the malware. These

attacks can be devastating to a network.

Packet modification. In this scenario, a compromised node modifies all or some of the packets that it is supposed to

forward . This allows the attacker to insert the data it wants into the packets, such as false data readings or malware.

Data pollution attacks are also very similar to packet modification and involve the injection of corrupted data into the

network to disrupt normal operation.

Selective forwarding. Otherwise known as packet dropping, this is where a compromised node drops all or some of the

packets that it is supposed to forward . This causes data to be delayed in transit or lost completely. Nodes can also

store packets and forward them later in a replay attack. A replay attack can be mitigated using random numbers or

timestamps.

4. Trust Data Gathering

The information in this section relates to phases one and two of Figure 1. This section analyzes the methods of gathering

data and the parameters measured by the models to be used in trust calculation.

4.1. Data Gathering

Direct gathering. Almost all models use some form of direct trust. Direct trust is any trust metric gathered directly

between trustor and trustee, without the use of a third-party node or entity. This can include analyzing the data sent in the

communications, i.e., packets, communication frequency and the quality of the data , or using a system similar to a

watchdog mechanism. In , a watchdog mechanism is used to monitor the routing, processing and data in nodes that

are in direct communication with a given node. Many trust parameters can be gathered directly through this direct

gathering and used in trust calculations later on, or to calculate a direct trust score.

Indirect gathering. The opposite of direct gathering, indirect gathering is the method of using third-party nodes or entities

to gather data and use these data to calculate indirect trust scores (also referred to as second-hand, recommended or

reputation trust scores). This is a very common method of gathering data. Methods for selecting the nodes to gather this

data include one-hop neighbors , nodes in the cluster , cluster head or base station feedback ,

multi-hop neighbors  and common neighbors between the trustor and trustee .

Broadcasting. This is a method in which a node or cluster head broadcasts information. In , all communications are

broadcasted from the beacon nodes so that other beacons can listen and check if the location information is correct when

compared to their location table. In , the gateway information of a provider is broadcast and opened up for auction to

the users, and, in , trust tables are multi-cast (it is multicast as it is not broadcasting to the entire network, but only its

cluster) from the cluster head to its cluster after a table update has taken place. The broadcasting method removes a

layer of privacy from the data being broadcast and prevents attacking nodes from fooling individual nodes, as all the

nodes are able to check if a malicious node broadcasts inaccurate information relative to the other nodes in the group.

4.2. Trust Parameters

Communications are a vital part of any network and many attacks. Attacks can often change communication behaviors

in a network; therefore, it makes sense to use communications as a parameter for measuring trust. Many models use

some attribute of the communications between nodes to help to model trust. The message frequency and packet

forwarding rate , as well as the packet forwarding behavior , are simple ways of determining if a node is

behaving unusually. Another common approach is to analyze the ratio of successful interactions/packets sent, or that of

unsuccessful or total interactions/packets sent. This type of communications trust is used widely (reference  terms it as

honesty trust) . This approach requires a method of defining a successful or unsuccessful transmission,

which is usually achieved using a simple set of rules defined for the given context. Each model will differ in how it defines

successful or unsuccessful transmissions, but a common approach is to use an ACK signal to indicate the received

packets. The communication trust score is calculated using simple ratios, equations or probabilities to convert the data

collected into a value that can later be used in the trust calculation. The method used to achieve this is slightly different for

each model so as to suit its contextual needs.
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Data can be attacked through some of the attack methods mentioned in Section 4, and these attacks can modify and

change data being sent by nodes in a detectable manner. Data checking can often be performed in simple yet effective

manners, adding little computational overhead to the network. The authors of  use simple anomaly-type

checks, such as comparing sensor data to the average value of the data from all sensors. If the data is flawed, then there

may be a potential compromise. The authors of  use plausibility checks on the data, both operating on a VANET

network and employing methods for determining vehicles’ distance from the roadside unit that they are in communications

with. If the data indicates that it is being sent from a location outside this range, these checks will catch it and instantly

discard the information. These types of checks seem trivial, but they are very effective and add little computational

overhead to a model and, therefore, it makes sense to include them.

Other models use methods such as analyzing the expected values of the amount of data being collected , analyzing

temporal  or spatial  correlations of the sensor data, and detecting if a packet is malicious based on its signature 

or successful data interactions .

In , a quality of data measurement is used to develop a QoD score for nodes in a crowd-sensing network, and this

value influences the trust value of the node. There are eight quality dimensions used to attain this QoD score. Six of these

data qualities are defined in  as accuracy, completeness, reliability, consistency, uniqueness and currency. The

remaining two are defined as syntactic accuracy and semantic accuracy, in the case of live sensor data. This method of

QoD assessment works well for applications such as crowd sensing but could also be applicable to other applications,

such as some IoT or WSNs.

Interaction history. Often, nodes will have had previous interactions with each other. Just as people develop (or lose)

trust in each other through more interactions, nodes in a network can too. This can be achieved through counting the

number of previous successful or unsuccessful interactions between nodes, and by allowing nodes to be more trusting

with entities they have a good history with and more cautious with entities they have bad or no history with. The authors of

 all consider the number of previous interactions that nodes had with each other. This method is similar and

overlaps with the communication method discussed above, which analyzes the ratio of successful to unsuccessful/total

packets sent to a node, which is also using information about past interactions to help to measure trust.

Resource consumption can be a clear indicator of a DoS, routing, payload or other type of attack. If a node is

consuming an abnormal amount of energy, CPU power or bandwidth, then it is most likely doing something it should not

be, such as running CPU intensive processes, downloading programs or running far more communications than

usual. Numerous models in the aforementioned communications section can detect increased bandwidth usage by

monitoring the communications.

CPU power is monitored in  using a watchdog mechanism that allows nodes to observe their neighbors’ processing

consumption. CPU, network and storage trust is used to help to define trust for service composition in mobile cloud

environments in  and in the IoT domain in .

The authors of  all use an energy trust value based on the energy consumption rate of the node. It is important

to note that, in these networks (WSNs and underwater WSNs), energy consumption is very important, as the sensors are

in difficult-to-access, remote locations with limited battery life, and excessive energy usage due to attacks or malfunction

can cause the sensors to be out of action for a prolonged period of time. Therefore, it makes sense for networks such as

these to use energy usage as a trust-measuring metric, as energy is such a valuable resource for them.

Device behavior is examined in . The behavior concerns the device resource usage metrics and whether they are within

a predetermined range for the device. This information is obtained from MUD (manufacturer usage description) files. MUD

files consist of an MUD URL, where the network can find information about the device connecting to it from the MUD file

server . This information notifies the network about what this physical device does, and the network can take

appropriate access control measures and can get an accurate idea of its normal resource usage for anomaly detection.

Device status encompasses information regarding device integrity and device resilience . The integrity of the device is

defined in  as the extent to which the device is known to run legitimate firmware/OS/software in valid configurations. The

resilience of the device is defined as the known security of its firmware/OS/software versions. The authors of  apply this

metric to the trust calculation of the device. The device most likely will not change its firmware/OS very frequently.

Therefore, this metric may be more useful in helping to calculate an initial trust value for a new node joining a network

when there are little to no other available data on the node.
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Associated risk is not commonly used in trust models. It is used in , where the risk associated with a device is classed

as a fuzzy level. The risk is calculated based on the device’s probability of being compromised and the damage it could do

to the network (based on its access rights and perceived value and also its neighbor’s criticality and perceived value in the

network). This method involves a great deal of work in classifying the nodes’ associated risk accurately, and it may not be

useful in many network types (e.g., homogeneous networks). However, in more complex networks, it may be useful for

implementing different classes of trust for devices with different priorities and capabilities within the network in order to

increase productivity. A similar concept is used in , where a role-orientated trust system is used. In the VANET, different

weights are given to the information received from normal vehicles, high-authority vehicles (emergency vehicles), public

transport, professional vehicles and traditional vehicles (vehicles with little to no travel history, which are assigned a lower

weight).
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